
FROM THE HISTORY OF ORGONOMY 

Wilhelm Reich on the Road to 

Biogenesis (1935-1939)*  

After Wilhelm Reich's migration from Malmo, Sweden, to Oslo, Norway, 
in the late fali of 1934, his work floated, tiguratively speaking, between heaven 
and hell. Numerous friends and admirers of his accomphshments clairned at 
least two Nobel prizes for him just as the necessity of his expulsion, police 
investigation, and supervision, were demanded by his enemies. And the 
enemies--neurologists who hated sex, court psychiatrists who believed in the 
hereditary 'sature of "criminal intercourse in puberty," fascist police officials 
who hated "foreigners," etc.—were in the majoritv. In the fight of armored 

life against the discovery of the biu-energy 	energy), and with that the 

discovery of biogenesis, the irrationalism in social life during the 20th century 

of "culture and civilization" assumed gigantic—from the viewpoint of 
today—incredible dimensions. Friends and distant ohservers praised the dis-
covery of the bions as ;he greatest triumph of science in centuries. The chief 
of the Norwegian police, Konstad, a fascist who later faced execution for 
Nazi collaboration, considered Reich the most dangerous enemy of "peace 
and arder." The discovery of the bions and the cancer process took place "on 
the run," so to speak, in short periods between migrations and the establish-
ment of rim working arrangements. The discovery of the Living must have 
developed powerful forces to be capable of surviving the time between 1933 
and 1944. A description of this time is necessary for several reasons: 

The struggle over bingenesis solves the riddle of why science has hitherto 
not succecded in coming on the track of the Living. It shows the most damag-
ing effects of the emotional plague in the realm of human existente. Further-
more, it is necessary to expose and do away with an infinity of false rumors 
which sprung up at that time about the discoverer of the bions; they were 
circulated and used vigorously by the enemies of early orgonomy. Finally, it 
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reveals the position of the Living ia our arder of things—the "Statc of Mau" 
at its worst. 

The writing, down of the now infamous Norwegian newspaper campaign 
against the discovery of the bions (1937-38) has been postponed for years. 
As Reich worked ou his bion preparations, observed the orgone energy, 
thought through, grasped and arranged the connections aí the life functions 
and the position of the living in nonliving nature, the so boisterous and 
factually empty campaign appeared completely ridiculous. lt was unequivo-
cally answered by the results that followed, e.g., the discovery of the secret 
of the cancer cell (1938-39), the discovery of the atmospheric orgone energy 
and the temperature difference at the orgone accumulator (1940), the great 
healing effects of the orgone energy accumulator on blood, tissues, etc. 

Those who had behaved irrationally in the campaign against Reich's re-
search, now appeared in an unpleasant light. Their arguments of 1937 were 
like shooting at elephants with papei- arrows, and were, therefore, not an-
swered by Reich. The discoverer of orgone energy had no desire to drag 
unknown and irrational men into the history of science. The battle which 
raged against bis person and which used all kinds of insult, slander and 
defamation, was a very painful experiente; but he refused to answer invec-
tive with invective. Although he had no inkling of the great results which 
were later to appear in his work, he was fuliy conscious of his gigantic re-
sponsihility. Reich does not belong to those who consider mildness and sub-
missiveness as signs of greatness. He can fight as well and maybe better 
than others. He admits that he has often felt the urge to administer a beating 
to one or another advocate of sham science. Srill, an awareness of the serious-
ness of bis task prcvented him from mixing with this kind of prejudiced, 
unfair procedure—an emotion that many years later, after hundreds of 
observations and experiments had confirmed his first findings, he recognized 
with surprise as the basic mood of unarmored life: The Living experientes 
thc aberrations and malicious actions of 	armored human being, and 
remains indifferent, uncomprehending, and alien, though often full of 
sympathy. 

Reich once had occasion to observe this basic attitude of the Living in 
srnall healthy children toward the distortions and monstrositics of human 
maliciousness: 

A kind and loving boy of four trustingly joined somewhat older boys on 
a playground. After a while an older boy asked thc four-year-old to bring 
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him a glass of water. Most kindly and trustingly the bule hoy went and 
hrought the glass of water. Thereupon, the older boy poured the water in the 
Ilide boy's face. Some of the boys laughed maliciausly, others stood hy em-
barrassed, saying nothing. None of the children nor the many adult witnesses 
of the incident interfered. The misdeed occurred without reason; it was 
unfair and unprovoked. The little boy walkcd away quietly, tears in his eyes, 
not understanding 	Afterward, the hig boys kept annoying the little boy 
ha quite some time. Whcnever he appeared on thc playground, they would 
giggie and make nasty remarks. Later on, the ilide boy withdrew and did 
not join the other children on the playground. One day, one of the hig hoys 
atracked the little boy again in a cowardly rnanner from behind, tripping 
him to the ground. Then it finaily happened: the little fellow hit back, hard 
and fast. He rammed his advcrsary with his head, threw him to the ground 
and pommeled him with fists until the coward ran away screaming. 

Kindly life had, in this manner, finally abanchaned its rnisplaced tolerante 
and wrongly applied good will; it had begun to fight. One day, sooner or 
lazer, ali the kind and goodnatured boys will start heating the hell out of the 

malicious, cowardly "ate BOYS"  and make them run screaming—EVERYWHERE. 
At the time of the campaign, Reich was a residem in a foreign country. He 

had, to be sure, been invited to teach at the University of Oslo; still the 
sympathy which was mixed with envy and fear of competition lingered cnn-
stantly behincl the word "refugee," which—like a stamp—was impressed on 
each immigrant. The campaign accentuated this painful situation. Reich had 
actualiy fleti before the German fascists to Scandinavia; he was rnost careful 
to burden this hospitable country as little as possible. In the course of five 
years' residence in Norway, Reich gave only troo lectures before the uni-

versity students and une public lecture course. He did not write in the news-
papers, although he was asked to do so. He did not establish any journal in 
the Norwegian language but voluntarily lirnited himself to a German peri-

odical which was littie read in Scandinavia since relatively few could read 
German. He svorked quietly in his laboratory but did net deny himself the 
right to invite his students to seminars and small addresses in private circles. 
Furthermore, he lived in a democratic country with a Noc ial i stic Labor Party 

in office. At the beginning of the campaign (1937), Reich discussed his quiet 
withdrawal with his friends. His friend, the poet Arnulf Overland, said: "I 
have never experienced such a loud quiet." This sentence hit the nail on the 
head. 1f Reich had taken part in the daily activities and mixcd with the rest, 
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he might not have causcd the "loud quiet," but neither would he have arcam-
plished anything. It was just his quiet way of working which provoked his 
opponents to make such a Ioud noise. 

Where armored lite rufes the scene of social intercourse, orle finds at the 
bases of ali activity: 

1) Overabundance of words and concepts which have the sole purpose of 
avoiding the simple basic laws of nature; 

2) Overexcited enthusiasrn where armored life comes in contact with the 
simple laws of life of the unarmored living; 

3) Complete incapacity of armored life to penetrate to the practical appli- 
cation of the simple Iaws of the living, hence disillusionment and &ar/ui 
rejection of everything that even distantly reminds it of living life. 

These three typical ways of behavior form the contem. of the concept of 
the emotionai plague. It has heen shown that the natural laws of life are 
without social recognition and protection; that truth is free game for every 
kind of biopathic life expression; that the laws of the 2Oth century Iack the 
feeling and language for the functions of the living. These biopathic mecha-
nisms of human life Reich did flui imagine, but experienced as une of their 
many victims. It was the responsibility for bis great discovery which forced 
him finaliy to search for the concealed and entwined path on which thc 
biopathic human animal sneaks around and tries to kill his own life and 
well-being through slandering the giver of life. 

How the struggle against Reich's work on the Living developed in Ger-
many, Denmark and Sweden has been drscribed in a different context. The 
enemies of the Living could carry it on under the cloak of the political slogan. 
For, unfortunateiy, the research on thc living took place at a time during 

which the "political criminal" stood ar the center of interest for ali the police 
in this world. And it is too much to ask a certain type of state official to dis-
tinguish the political "criminal" from the discoverer of biogenesis, if even 
a professor of cancer pathology cannot make this distinction. 

Between the fali of 1934 and the beginning of 1937, thus for three years, 
Reich's work had the quiet necessary for development. The great campaign 
agaisist the bion theory began in May, 1937. Skirmishes of lesser signihcance 
preceded it; these minor skirmishes would have warned Reich if he had 
not stuck to bis ali-roa-raive belief in the objectivity of scientific circles. That 
mechanistic science is itself, from the methodological viewpoint, the child of 
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mcchanistic civilization, was of course known theotetically, but how to apply 
Chis knowledge practically was not known. 

Healthy children, in whom the Living functions freely, soon discover and 
playfully practice their new life functions. While the child playfully moves 
his speech organs, he learns how to form words, words which at first say 
nothing, false words, no words ar ali in the strict sente of academie language, 
but still sounds which gradually, under the influente of the envirnnment, 
develop imo "correct" words. Until the end of the second year, the newhorn 
are our greatest scientific discoverers. They bring nothing with them except 
a vigorous bio-energy. The handling of a spoon or a chair, the opening and 
closing of a door, the selection of food, stroking, kissing and playing are 
not inherited in content. The same children, brought up differently in an-
other cultural milieu, would develop other contents for the expression of their 
energy. Thus children are the greatest natural researchers. And the great 
natural researchers are, first of ali, children who master playfully new scien-

tific realms„ exactly as children master their new world. One need only think 
of Leeuwenhoek, Faraday, Edison, etc. 

The bionous nature of ali living matter and nonliving matter allowed to 
swell was also discovered playfully. Whoever had observed Reich on those 
lonely evenings when he discovered the bions, would ()rdy have shaken his 
head. No "serious scientist" would have given him the slightest consideration. 
The practical effects of the cosmic orgone energy on tissues, on growth in 
animais and plants, on hiopathic decay in cancer, etc., of 1951, are the results 
rd the "childish game" of 1935. Reich played in the foliowing way: 

In the course of the year 1935, the hypothesis which had heen reached on 
the balis of sex-cconomic investigations, i.e., that the life function is deter-

mined by a FOUR-BEAT in the sequente of mcchanical tension—charge—dis-

charge—release, was confirmed at the oscillograph. This arrangement of 
mechanical and hio-energetic functions could not be found in the realm 
of the nonliving. The access to the problem of biogenesis was to be sought 
in connection with this life formula, if the formula was correct. The dis-
covery of such an access to biogenesis would naturally confirm the cor-
rectness of Reich's "life formula." 1f such an access did not result, then the 

formula could still be correct, hut would remain sterile, for a while at least. 

In 1935, Reich possessed only an oscillograph which had been set up in his 
study in the middle of a heap cif books and manuscripts. These details are 
mentioned not for the sake of sensationalism, hut in arder to set into correct 
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focus the antithesis of such bcginnings of a great scientific deveiopment with 
the splendor of state palaces and monuments of poliricians. Reich was not 
the first discoverer who was forced to work in such a fashion while the para-
sites of human life couid disburse millions. Reich has made sacrificas to the 
Living and to honest work but he does not feel bound, after 30 years of hard 
and dangerous work on man and nature, to bow before so:ial nonsense. 

At that time, there was still no microscope in bis workshop. In the course 
of the winter of 1934/35 he had, from ;lis earnings as professor of biopsychi-
atry, spent almost 3000 Norwegian kroner on the construction of the oscillo-
graph. Ir did not inconvenience him, for he loved the work and did not have 
any great personal demands. In his prominent position, he earned enough to 
provido for himself and his children, and, moreover, to afford such a luxury 
as an oscillograph. However, he now needed a microscope. A student phy-
sician, Dr. Lotte Liebeck, who had come to Oslo to study with Reich, had 
taken part in the bio-electrical experimenrs as an experimental subject, and 
since she w•as very much interested in the research, offered to donate a micro-
scope. Thus at thc end of 1935, Reich had a splendid binocular Leitz research 
microscope and an arrangement for microphotography. When he obtained 
the microscope, he had first to refresh himself on the technique of microscopy 
which he had lcarned as a medicai student sixteen years before in Vienna. 
The magnífication of the microscope went up to 1500x. 

On the same day the microscope arrived, Reich began to control his hy-
pothesis. He still remembers well the evening during which he sat alone in 
his honre and pondered how he should arrange the experirnent. While he 
played around, he still frit quite hopelessly lost; he had brought ali attain-
able materiais under the objective. Then it occurred to him that the or-
ganism nourishes itself on organic substance, i.e., on substance which had 
once been living. 1f the living organism draws further life energy from 
foodstuff which was alto living at one time, then lacre in this process, he be- 
lieved—now becoming more certain—he should 	able to find a connection 
concerning his problem. 

Foodstuffs contained "chemical substances" which the organism took up 
and incorpmated in its body fluids. This was a chemical, material process 
about which science still had everything to learn. The chemistry of chis 
process couid not be observed microscopically. Still, how did it come about, 
Reich asked himself, that the nourishmenr was absorbed through the in-
testinal wall imo the body fluids of the living organism? It did not occur to 
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him at that time that physiology had not solved the riddle of the absorption 
of intestinal contents through the intestinal wa11.1  if the human intellect 

could always keep all problems of natural science in mind while it experi-
mented playfully, then many riddles would be much simpler to solve. 

h would be very simple, Reich thought to himself, to observe different 
kinds of foodstuffs microscopically. Fortunately, he had no biochemical staff 
to study the foodstuffs and arrange them very neatly according to fats, carbo-
hydrates and proteins. We say fortunately: Had he been "strictly scientific," 

had he not proceeded in a naive and playful way, he would not have dis-

covered the bionous nature of all matter that had been allowed to swell. Fat 
would have revealed that it was "only" faz peitas, sugar would "only" have 
dissolved rnolecularly, and muscle tissue and cgg white would have revealed 
no bions. Tormented as Reich was by the basic question concerning the rela-
tionship between nutritive substances and the organism, he did not behave 
with too much consider.ition, but "crazily." He threw mear, potatoes, vege-
tables of all kinds, milk and eggs into a pot which he filled with water; he 
cooked the mixture for half and hour, took a sample and hurried with it to 
the microscope. What he saw appeared just as "crazy" as his undertaking. 
When he went to the microscope, he expected that he could clearly dis-
tinguish the different substances. The accident, which one usually calIs "late," 

pushed his research miles ahead. The preparation contained nothing except 

vcsicles, of different sizes, to be sure, but still vesicles of the same basic type. 
Even the particies of starch and fat appeared to him now as larger vesicles. 
Thus the hodge-podge which he had brewed was a basically unitary mass. 

The individual vesicles showed a blue or blue-green glimmer. At first Reich 

did away with this phenomenon by "explaining" to himself that it was "just" 
a question of "lighr refraction," exactty as even today "strict" scientists are 
accustomed to do, when they see the blue or blue-green glimmer of biological 
colloids. Reich's first orgone-physical conclusion was correct; on cooking, i.e, 
swelling, organic substances disintegrate into vesicles. He had come on the 

track of the "bions." 
Reich now used the high magnification of 1500x. It was sufficient to detcct 

motility in the contents of the vesicles, but still not high enough to permit 
conclusions. Reich asked the Leitz company what irs strongest objectives 
were; the answer was 150x. Togcther with a 16x or a 25x eyepiece, the mag-
nification could bc increased up to around 5000x. He was aware that one can 

1  Cl. THE CANCLR BFOPATE1Y, pp. 3137-3,0. 
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no longer see structures clearly using a magnification of over 2000x; however, 
he was not interested in the observation of fina structures, but in the obser-
vation of MOTILITY VaTIIIN the bions. Although he has stressed in publications 
on severa! occasions this distinction between structure and movement in the 
observation of microscopic objects, in 1945 Reich sull met the reproach that 
he did not understand microscopy since he did not know that there is a 
limit on magnification using light. Prejudices cling like lice to a fur, and the 
greater the ignorance, the greater also the arrogance. Concentrating solei)/ 
on the dead structures of stained tissues, it is inconceivable to a mechanist 
that there is also movement and that a fine movement in a part'cle may not 
be visible at 2000x magnification, but can become visible at 3000x. 

Reich owed the discovery of the biological energy, and with it of the 
cosmic energy, to this distinction between structure and movernent.1 he inner 
morility which he had discovered in his bions also solved the question of 
"Brownian movement." In the 19th century, Brown had ohserved that very 
fine India ink particles move from place to place. He had hirnself correctly 
comprehended that these movements were manifestations of life forces. But 
the mechanistic physicists soon took over the subject, killed Brown's very 
fruitful thoughts, and in so doing changed the living again into a dead 
machine. The morility of very fine particles, so asserted thcir argument, was 
due to the "bombardment by the molecules in the Iluid." Thus for centuries 
they killed a gigantic discovery. Their exact calculations of the movements 
of the Brownian particles did not help mattcrs here in the slightest. Only in 
the 1940s did Reich understand that this attitude of the mechanistic physicist 
was due to the general evasion of everything that merely reminds one of 
orgone energy. 

In the bions the inner and not the outer, local motility was importam. The 
"bombardment of the molecules" could not explain phenomena of INNER 

such as vibration, expansion, contraction, convulsions, etc. Just as 
mechanistic thinking had kept microscopic observation under 1000x, so irs 
mechanistic theory of matter barricaded the door to the inner motility of 
swollen matter and thus to the cosmic orgone energy and bio-energy. 

The development of protozoa from bions and the development of bions 
from matter and free orgone energy have been describcd elsewhere in such 
detail that they need only be briefly dealt with here. It was logical that Reich 
repeatedly pui together many different substances and cooked them. After 
cooking, une could see nothing microscopically except inwardly mutile vesi- 
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cies that showed a blue glimmer. Reich then let the different substances swell 
slowly in water at room temperature. The development of bions now oc-
curred much more slowiy, in days ar weeks according to the hardness of the 
substance. But the bionous disintegration rever was absent no rnatter what 
material he took up and allowed to soak. Gradually it became citar that the 
inner motility was to be ascribed to an energy which was liberatrd from Me 
matter upon soaking ar boiling. Therefore, Reich called the bions "energy 

veskles" (the term "orgone" did not cxist yet). The inner motility was a 

work effect, and work without energy is inconceivable. Reich itycntionally 

avoided determining what kind of energy he was deaiing with. There was 
time for that. Only careful observation would yield further explanations. 

The swelling of moss and grass blades revealed the development of pro-
tozoa from bions, i.e., natural organization in BlOGENESIS. Observation and 
microphotography kft no doubt about this process. However, in arder to 
proceed with certainty, Reich went to the Botanical Institute in Oslo to 
obtain cultures of arnebae. An assistant at the institutc was very friendly 
and said that á would be the simplest thing in the world to make some grass 
infusions, and to obtain amehae. Reich asked him—at the moment with 
complete naiveté and without any special reason in mind—how the protozoa 
carne into the infusion. "From the air, of course," the assistant answered sur-
prised, and with an astonished glance. "And how do they come moto Me 

air?" Reich asked further. "That we do not know," the assistant replied. He 

did not say that as yet no one had succeeded in cultivating protozoa from Me 

air. Thus Reich was faccd with the task of setting up numerous air infec-
tion experiments, in arder to convince himself that there WERE NO eactrozon 

csams rrt THE ara. During the following years he tried hundreds of times to 
obtain protozoa from Me á, with no result. This fact burdrned Me "air 
infection" theorists with Me task of proving their contention that protozoa 
develop from "air germs." 

Today every student of orgone biophysics and biogenesis at the Orgone 
Institute before he is admitted to advanced biogenetic work must attempt to 
prove that protozoa, cancer cens, plasmatic flakes, bions, T-bacilli, "cysts," 
etc., can be obtained through "air infection." Only when he convinces hirn-
self through ample air cuIture experiments that there is no such thing as 
protozoa in the air will he be able to resist the many influentes cxerted upon 
hirri by his social atmosphere—social, religious, false prejudices of any kind, 
fear of "authority," etc.—and will he be able to relinquish his anxieties about 
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"impurities" and to study nature as it is and works. Only then will he be 
able intelligently to discriminate as to where infection from the air is 
actually valid, and he will in such cases adhere to strict sterilization; but he 
will no longer talk away every single microscopic observation which clearly 
demonstrates biogenesis as "air infection." The evasions made possible by neg- 
lecting to prove to oneself the possibilities of actual air infection are in-
credible sn their extent and elaborate intricacy. This evasiveness must by all 
means be completely removed first, in student and professor of biology alike, 
if une intends to get through the mire aí "air infection" beliefs. 

At that time (1937) Reich had respect for mechanistic natural science and 
its "authorities." They wcre honcst, hard-working men and women who 
conscientiously went about their investigations. h reznained for the foilowing 
years to free him from this dangerous error: It was not without an irrational 
balis that lie clung to it so long. He knew that in bis experiments he had hit 
upon the problem of biogenesis. He knew that this problem was the basic 
problem not only aí all biological sciences, but aí natural science in general. 
It was clear to him that in spite of his basic natural-scientific and natural- 
philosophic training, he was not sufficiendy well prcpared for Mis problem. 
It was too much, much too much for one rnan, even one of his work capacity 
and experiente. He did not know at that time that he feared to be con-
fronted with this problem; he also did not know that the mechanists have no 
idea cif the nature of even the existente of there phenomena. He was to be 
convinced of the !atter point in a dangerous way. In this connection one of 
the many newly mastered facts should be emphasized and the reader oriented 
in it: 

The phenomenon which we choose, Iater led to the clarification of the 
hitherto unknown beginnings of the cancer illness. As the student of or-
gonomy knows, the cancer tumor can he traced to the general cancerous 
shrinking biopathy and to a decay of the blood and tissues. Through careful 
clinicai investigations, Reich found that the decay process itself is rooted in 
a sharp decline of functions of pulsation, i.e., of the energy econamy in the 
organism. The key to the problem of Me cancer disease was Mus Me problem 
of decay, rir "scientifically" expressed, the problem of bodily degeneration and 
putrefaction of living tissue. Reich had no inkling at that time, when he first 
hit upon the bions, that ali medicine, bacteriology, biology and biophysics 
thought the decay process "too banal" and "unscientific" for them to be 
occupied with it. 
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Decay is a poxess that takes place everywhere in nature. As has been 
shown elsewhere, ali life gradually swings up to a varying height and then 
graduaily declines, leading finally to death and to the disintegration of the 
tissues. In nature, there 	no "sterilization" and no "air infection." The 
mechanistic biologist and baeteriologist do not feei that they are real natural 
researchcrs uniess they have first sterilized everything neativ and properiy. 
Thus, white thesc natural scientists excluded all possibilities of "air infee-
tion" and decay from their preparations, painstakingly, with certainty, with 
the strictest precision of the mechanistic age, the greatest discovery of biology 
slipped through their fingers, namely, that the cancer praccss is rooted in Me 

prernature decay of blood and tissues; that, in other words, the cancerous 
organism suffers a living death. It was the "air germ" theory, rigidly and 
mechanistically applied, and the dogma "ali cens from cells" which had 
made biogenetic and cancer research sterile in the strict senso of the word. 
We shall soon see what a gigantic role the "banal ror bacteria" piay not only 
in cancer research, but also in the campaign of mechanism against orgonomic 
functionalism. 

At first Reich worked with completely unsterile preparations. He did not 

sterilize at all, but observed tissues in their natural state, uncooked and 
cooked. Today it is clear that he would never have hit upon the cancer 
problem had he restricted himself exclusiveiy to the observation of sterile 
preparations, as the law of strict biology dernands. He saw ror bacteria 

develop in his preparations. Under high magnification one could clearly 
observe Me disintegration of tissues into vesicles and !ater directly into ror! 

forms. This has beco photographed. If only Reich's opponents would tare 
to took into microscopes, they could see ihis formation of rot bacteria clearly 
and unequivocally. The observation could not be doubted. It demolished with 
a single blow a heap of erroncous ideas in mechanistic biology. To convince 
hirnself experimentally of the correctness of his work, Reich sterilized an egg 
white preparation, kcpt ir sterile, and found that even with the strictest 

precautionary measures autodisintegration of the protein occurs-ed under ciefi- 
nãe inner condirions and ror bacteria appeared. He coated 	eggs with 
lacquer and coal tar; still the eggs degenerated sooner or later. Ali substances 
which he sterilized degenerated because of inner and not outer reasons. Reich 
prepared a sterile mixture of substances which has since bccome the famous 

preparations 6c..2  The rot bacteria appeared within a few minutes. He heated 
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coal to incandescente in a liame, put it in a solution, and after five minutes he 
could observe and give a Gram stain to short, mobile organisms, 	caIled 
T•bacilli. There was no doubt about Me inner origin of the decay. The 
energeuc functions to which one shouid ascribe this decay, were still com-
pletely unclear. 

Reich now committed a dangerous "tactical" mistake. He yieided to the 
pressure of bis assisrant, Dr. Odd Havrevold, and sent a preparation to the 
Bacteriological Institute in Oslo solely for identification cif the micro-organ-
isms. We must ask the reader to undcrstand why he regarded this step as a 
had mistake. Reich knew basic bacteriology but was not a specialized buten. 
ologist. Giving a biologicai stain to micro-organisms a few minutes after 
►nalling a hion preparation, naturally excluded the so-called "air inkction." 
The development of a preparation from "air infection" requires at least 24 
hours before micro-organisms appear. That Reich knew. Bui he could not 
decide the question by himself as to whether the micro-organisms he obrained 
were identical with known forms er whether they representeci new forms. 
Had he at that time possessed a well-equipped laborarory and—especially—
sufficient funds, he would have hired a trained bacteriologist to carry out the 
necessary research. But he did not have the money. And he wished to wait 
and avoid ramal with "officiar science. The events once more proved him 
correct: 

Tjctta of the Bacteriological Institute, instead of resrricting himself accord-
ing to Reich's request to a simple identification of the organisms in the 
preparation, misused this request in the interest aí the air gemi theory. 
Unasked and unauthorized, he issued a public statement to the effect that 
he "had controlled Reich's experirnents" and had found "nothing but simple 
hacilli." His state-nen( had nothing whatsoever to do with our request to 
identify the organisms. 

Several other unpleasant experiences of a similar nature, which it is now 
necessary to describe briefly, were the following: 

When Reich succeedecl in obtaining bions from preparation 6c at the end 
aí 1936, he requested friends in Copenhagen to go to the Biological Instirute 
of Dr. Albert Fischer and seek to have placed ar Reich's disposal the Institute's 
microphorographic apparatus so that he could study with rapid motion 
pictures the development of bions froco matter that had been allowed to 
swell. At first, Fischer was friendly. Reich travelled to Copenhagen and 
demonstrated experiment 6c. Shortly before he started the experirnent, 

   

   

   

   

   

   

 

2  Cammunscated tp the French Academy of Sarricc, 1937. 
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Fischer made a scornful remark which represented in miniature the basic 
attitude of mechanistic biology. He asked Reich if he wished to brew a 
paste. Reich was about to leave the room after this remark, but he yielded to 
Fischer's pacifying apology and continued the experiment. The substances 
were mixed and then the preparation was cooked. There were difficulties 
with the microscope. Fischer's microscope had a magnification of only 
1500x. With such a magnification the forms could be seen but not thcir 
inner movements. This required at least 2000x. Fischer became upset and 
raised the above-mentioned argument of the limits of magnification. Reich 
answered that it was a question of seeing more mot'ement and not more 

structure. This lack of distinction between the funetional (movement) and 

the mechanistic-static (structure) lingered on for years in all discussions of 
high-power microscopy. One of Fischer's assistants proposed a Giemsa stain, 
which was made immediately and showed forms that reacted positively. The 

impression of this demonstration was unequivocally strong. However, the 
prejudice of the air gemi theory was too strong as is revealed by the fol- 

lowing: 
Reich returned to Oslo and requested Dr. Leunbach, a Danish physician 

and friend of early orgonomy, to krep in touch with Fischer. Shortly there-
after, Reich received a letter from Leunbach containing the news that 
Fischer had reacted very strangely. He had accused Reich of "lack of critique" 
and "fantasies." Reich had desired absurdly large magnification. He had said 
that he had observed spindle formations and divisions. Ali movements had 
been movements of the fluid. lt was a question of the old "fairy tales" from 
the time of Pasteur. Reich was accused of mixing psychology and biology in 

an illegitimate fashion. 
In a letter to Leunbach on January 9th, Reich reported all of Fischer's 

statements in order to avoid false rumors. However, Reich held fast in an 
inexcusabiy naive way to his confidente in the objectivity of mechanistic 
natural-scientific research. He would have done better to have been brusque 
and rejecting. Fischer had simply tried to argue away clear facts. The Giemsa 
stain was denied, the development of cocei and rods a few minutes after the 
preparation was made went unmentioned, and he had retreated imo spoofing 

the whole thing. 
Reich also encountered the terror of the mechanistic natural scientist 

toward the living in a demonstration of the coal bion experiment for the 
Norwegian cancer pathologist, Lcif Kreyberg. This demonstration was the 
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direct cause of Kreyberg's turning from cooperation to hateful enfim» One 
day, as often hefore, Kreyberg brought Reich cancer tissue. Reich asked him 
whether he wished to see cancer cells at an unusually high magnification. 
Kreyberg desired to, since he did not himself possess such magnification. 
Rcich placed cancer cella under a magnification of 4000x. Kreyberg looked 
through the microscope and did not reeognize the club-shaped forms which 
rnoved across the field with a slow, jerky motion as cancer edis. Kreyberg 
was visibly shaken; Reich did not make any remark with regard to Krey-
berg's ignorance of living cancer cells. 

Kreyberg wished to see Reich's coal bions. Reich glowed a coal dust prepa-
ration to incandescente, placed it in a solution, took up a small sample 
severa! minutes !ater, and placed it under the microscope at a magnification 
of 3000x. The bions were strongly mutile, contractile, and showed a blue 
glimmer; these charactcristics are today well known to many who have seen 
coal bions. Kreyberg looked through the microscope and was visibly fright-
enecl. "I would like to see your bouillon," he said. Thus, he believed that it 
was a question of an infected solution. Reich was very astonished, for Krey-
berg had himself seen the clear solution, and, rnoreover, a coal bion cannot 
Eme mistaken for any dust or vesicles resulting from air infection. Still Rcich 
gave in to his request and placed a drop from the solution under the micro-
scope, using the same magnification. Naturally nothing could be seen. Krey-
berg asked for a culture of coal bions to study at honre. Reich hesitated since 
he felt that Kreyberg would not know at all how to go abam it; however, 
Reich gave him a sample from a preparation inoculated on alo-. In Krey-
berg's !ater campaign against Reich, he asserted that the bion culture had 
contained "only staphylococci." "Only staphylococci"! In such fashion did 
Kreyberg reject the novelty of mutile cancer edis at a magnification of 4000x 
and the incidem with the coaI bions: and he did not understand that a word, 
"staphylococci," does not say anything about the origin of the form. 

He did not say anything about this. He had also not mentioned that the 
"staphylococci" represented a "pure culture." Cultures of air infection are 
usually mixed cultures. Furthermore, he had not realized that in the process 
of killing, drying and staining bions, all distinctions disappear and only 
round, blue forms, similar in fact to staphylococci, remain. Kreyberg dem-
onstrated his ignorance, which he then ascribed to Reich in the typical fashion 
of projection, for he believed that he had understood a form when he gave it 
a narre. Kreyberg shared this basic error with all of mechanistic natural re- 
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search. He kept silent publicly about the fact that one can microscopically 
observe the development of vesicles from matter, although Reich had 
published a report on this phenomenon. In brief, this man, a hereditary-
minded pathologist, revealed hirnself ta be an insolem neurotic who con-

cealed his 01011 ignorance and Inclination for intrigue by accusing Reich of 

ignorante. He was mortally afraid that Reich could actually be right. He even 
resorted to gross lies, apart from ornission of truth, in the later phases ai his 
campaign. He had tried to "examine" Reich, but Reich never permitted this 
man to examine hirrt. Ey accusing Reich of ignorance, Kreyberg covered up 
the shock he had suffered when he had not been atile to recognize cancer edis 
at 4000x magnification. In such hands rests at present the fate aí thousands 

suffering from cancer. 
The problem is more complicated in the case of rot bacteria (fusiformis, 

subtilis, etc.). It is possible te obtain such bacteria from the air. However, it 
ts not easy to obtain them from the air. And even if se, the logical next ques-

tion is: "HOW DO RACTERIA GET INT° THE AIA?" Here again irrational behavior 

instead ai a concrete answer sets in. No eme has even tried to answer this in-
escapable question. The answer of orgonorny is: There are dust particles in 
the air which get there from all kinds of organic decayed matter. We obtain 

ror bacteria from Me air through hydration and decay of thc dust bions just 
as we do in any of the many decaying bion preparattons. The air germ theorist 

simply refuses te meet this argument, and, in some cases, resorts to slander 
instead. However, this question will from now on bother the mind of every 
sertous biologist_ It simply can no longer be circumventcd. All this has 
nothing whatsoever to do with "spontaneous generation"; and ir is also Da-
troe that the origin of life from nonliving nature has ever been proved wrong. 
Neirher Pasteur nor anyone esse has ever daimed such a thing. What Pasteur 
did m his quartel with Bastian was the following: He behaved like a man 
who claims that a certain alive, moving horse, is NOT ALneE, in cnnrradiction 

to any kind of careful scrutiny of appearance. When the owner of the horse 

insists that it is alive, the contestant takes an axe, bashes in the horse's head 
and then says triumphantly: "Here, it is obvious to anyone that the horse is 
dead." This is the function of sterilization of alive matter in biogenetic re-
search. Fortunately, orgonomic biolugy has brakcn the spell. RIONS ARME FROM 

PERPECTLY STERILIZED MATERIAL THROUGH SWELLING AS IN EXPERIMENT XX AFTER 

FREEZ/NG OF THE YELLOW RtON WATER. It takes months ar years until protozoa 

appear in sterile preparations, but they are there. 'The spontaneous decay of 
living tissue lato bions and further iate rot bacteria can be observed micro- 

scopically and reproduced experimentally; this process goes on constantly in 
nature, living as welI as nonliving, in cancer and many other diseases. The 
helplessness of the wrong rype of bacteriological theory in the face of such 
diseases as cancer and [anho, will sooner or later force the defeat of the ad-
herents of the air infection theory. Unseen air germs cannot possibly prevad 
against clearly visible bionous processes. One wonders how many human 
lives will be Iost before an end is pot to this incredible rnisnnanagement of 
seientific matters. 

Reich °rd),  followed the developrnent aí the phenomena and tried in a 
naive way ro obtain help from the "specialists." The reader shouId be 
rerninded that Reich, at that time, was g-roping in the dark, se to speak, since 
noching whatsoever was known about a concrete "life energy" or "bio-
energy," either within the organism or outside in the atmosphere. 

The so-called "air infection" of the unsrerile bion preparation 6 turned out 
ta be the key to rhe cancer problem. Ler us now summarize brielly the argu-
ments which render the theoretical position of Reich's opponents invalid; 
they were elaborated in THE D/SCOVERY or THE ❑RGONE, Vol. II, TI-ÉS CANCER 
BIOPATHY. 

I. The cancer process is a long-drawn-out process of decay within the 
organism doe to bio-energetic shrinking cif the life system. In the process of 
this degeneration and decomposition of alive protein, ror bacteria develop 
which slowly further degenerate iate the so-called T-bacilli which can be 
seca and cultivated in every single case ai cancer tissue and Mood cens. The 
cancer cell is a protozoon, fortned in animal tissue ¡um as protozoa are organ-
ized from decaying plant tissue. 

2. No rancer edis or protozoa of any kind can or will ever he found "in Me 
air." No amount of labor ar obtaining protozoa from the air has succecded 
in Reich's laboratory, and there is no proof in the riassical biological literature 
to the eflect that protozoa tvere artually found in Me air. This daim is a 
pune invention on the part of prejudiced scientists; ir has the function of 
maintaining a defunct view of the living as being sharply distinct in erigia 
as well as function from the nonliving. ❑rgonomy has proved by microscopic 
observation and by stcrilt experiments that primitive life develnps through 
many phases from bions or energy vesicles. No provi to Me contrary has ever 
been adclurcd. No arrborn protozoa or cancer edis nave crer been demon-
strated. The burden of rounter-proof now rests squarely on Me shouldcrs of 
Mc air gcrm thearists. They are bound to prove that cancer reli: and protozoa 
exist in the air, tf they wish to maintain Meti- position. If they cannot, then 
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purely logically, cancer cens arise somehow within lhe organistn.lt is exactly 

at this paint where malignant irrationalism enters the scene in debates about 
orgonomic observations. Such gentlemen simpiy refuse to look into micro-
scopes and canuot, therefore, be taken seriously. 

Reich's opponents should be reminded that we are no longer living in the 
beginning of the age of bacteriology; we are living in its decline. The theory 

of infection from the air has exhausted its usefulness and has long overdrawn 
its account of accomplishment. It has at present reached an impasse which 
obstructs the understanding and healing of such diseases as cancer, high 
blood pressure, palio, rheumatic fever, etc. We are now facing an entirely new 
set of problems grouped around the natural function of endogenous infection 

and decay, of bio-energetic, emotional, i.e., FUNCTIONAL, and no longer 
originally parasitic afSictions. We are, accordingly, entering a new age in 
medicine and biology- The guiding line of these new developments will, of 
necessity, be the functions, still requiring much detailed elaboration, aí the 
concrete, measurabIe, manageable, V iSible LIFE ENERCY = ORGONE ENERCY. 

The discovery in 1940 aí an energy in the atmosphere with specific qualities 
of the living (pulsation, orgonomic potential, constant higher heat potential, 
etc.) not only confirmed the microscopic phunomena in bions, but, naturally, 
put an end to ali petty babbling about unseen and unproven "air germs" as 
the source of primitive life such as cancer cens, amehae, trichomonas, col-
pidiae, etc. It put out of function an empty slogan which had obfuscated 
clear-cut facts for decades and had made impossible any advance toward an 
understanding of biogenesis. By 1945, when Experiment XX had alrcady 
reveakd the formatian of plasmatic matter from sterile, autoclaved and frozen 
bion water, it became clear that aia. life, no matter where and how, emerges 
of logical as well as factual necessity wherever orgone energy has a chance to 
absorb water, to concentrate finto bions, and to continue to be active within 
flexible organic membranes. There is no douht: Life does come "from the 

air and from the soil," not as unseen air germs, but as cosmic LIFE vimos'. 

1 do not know what 1 may appear to the world; bui to myself I icem to 

har .•e been rmly like a boy playing on Me seashore, and diverting myself 

in T7OU, and then finding a tmoothcr pebbte ora prettier shell Man ardi- 

nary whiIst the greta occan of xruth lay 	undiscovered beforr me. 
—ISAAC NEWTON 
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Projeto Arte Org 
Redescobrindo e reinterpretando W. Reich 
 
Caro Leitor 
Infelizmente, no que se refere a orgonomia, seguir os passos de Wilhelm Reich e de sua equipe de investigadores é uma questão 
bastante difícil, polêmica e contraditória, cheia de diferentes interpretações que mais confundem do que ajudam. 
Por isto, nós decidimos trabalhar com o material bibliográfico presente nos microfilmes (Wilhelm Reich Collected Works Microfilms) em 
forma de PDF, disponibilizados por Eva Reich que já se encontra circulado pela internet, e que abarca o desenvolvimento da orgonomia 
de 1941 a 1957. 
 
Dividimos este “material” de acordo com as revistas publicadas pelo instituto de orgonomia do qual o Reich era o diretor. 
01- International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research (1942-1945). 
02- Orgone Energy Bulletin (1949-1953) 
03- CORE Cosmic Orgone Engineering (1954-1956)  
 
E logo dividimos estas revistas de acordo com seus artigos, apresentando-os de forma separada (em PDF), o que facilita a organizá-
los por assunto ou temas. 
Assim, cada qual pode seguir o rumo de suas leituras de acordo com os temas de seu interesse. 
Todo o material estará disponível em inglês na nuvem e poderá ser acessado a partir de nossas páginas Web. 
 
Sendo que nosso intuito aqui é simplesmente divulgar a orgonomia, e as questões que a ela se refere, de acordo com o próprio Reich 
e seus colaboradores diretos relativos e restritos ao tempo e momento do próprio Reich. 
Quanto ao caminho e as postulações de cada um destes colaboradores depois da morte de Reich, já é uma questão que extrapola 
nossas possibilidades e nossos interesses. Sendo que aqui somente podemos ser responsáveis por nós mesmos e com muitas restri-
ções. 
 
Alguns destes artigos, de acordo com nossas possiblidades e interesse, já estamos traduzindo.  
Não somos tradutores especializados e, portanto, pedimos a sua compreensão para possíveis erros que venham a encontrar. 
 
Em nome da comunidade Arte Org. 
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